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CSR – What now? 
 
What are the biggest issues and how 
is business responding? 
 



CSR Asia: 
Top 10 Issues over next 10 years 
1. Environment and climate change 
2. Labour rights as human rights 
3. Transparency and accountability 
4. Institutionalisation of CSR 
5. Stakeholder engagement 
6. Battle for talent 
7. Community investment 
8. Supply chain and product safety 
9. Social enterprises 
10. Poverty alleviation  

 
CSR Asia: The future of CSR -  Issues for the next decade 



Key Issues... 

| Most companies do not know how to make the changes to improve 
business performance and societal impact. According IBM Study, most 
companies don't understand the concerns of their key stakeholders, 
particularly customers, and they're not actively engaging them to find out. 
That means they're missing out on knowledge that could improve their 
businesses and lead to new opportunities. 

 
| Companies aren't collecting and analysing the information they really 

need or aggregating it often enough. Because of that, they can't 
implement real changes to fundamentally increase efficiency, lower 
costs, reduce environmental impact and improve their reputations with 
key stakeholders. 

 
| Few are collecting enough data from their global supply chain partners, 

so they're missing major opportunities to reduce the inconsistency, 
inefficiency, waste and risk that can ripple through a global                        
supply network. 



Key Issues Cont’d 

| How to create the cultural change (Masdar).  How to imbed CSR / 
Sustainability 
 
 
 

| Move from being Competitive to Collaborative 
 

| Pressures of society will increase mental health issues 
            

 Domestic Violence 
  Absenteeism 
  Presenteeism  

 
 



Key Issues Cont’d 

| Increased risk and loss of productivity from fire and increased 
temperatures  

 
| Increased Food and Water Security and Supply Issues (Fish and 

Rice) 
 

| Growing lack of trust in business – expectations that the 
government will fix it 
 

| Growth of LOHAS Market  - Many marketers are ignorant and ill-
prepared 
 

 
 



  “It is difficult to get a man to 
understand something when 
his salary depends upon his 
not understanding it.” 

Upton Sinclair 

Increased pressure to improve Governance and be more 
accountability by a variety of stakeholders particularly government 
and shareholders. 



Growing lack of trust by business and increased pressure 
by government and shareholders to review CEO Salaries 

According to Business Week, the average CEO of a 
major corporation in the US made 42 times the 
average hourly worker's pay in 1980. By 1990 that 
had almost doubled to 85 times. In 2000, the 
average CEO salary reached an extraordinary 531 
times that of the average hourly worker. 



Other Business Challenges 

| Legislation  

| Electricity prices 

| Fuel prices up  

| Water Prices 

| Reporting up 

| Carbon taxes 

| War for talent 

| Consumer scrutiny – demand for greater transparency and 
low carbon and environmentally friendly products 

 



More  protests and rampant activism 



Carbon Trends 

| Carbon pricing is gradually integrated into the world economy 
through a variety of policies in different regions (Cap & Trade 
Systems and Taxes)  
 

| From 2010 will see the strengthening and convergence of policies 
on renewable energy, energy efficiency, technology transfer and 
energy security and the beginning of mandatory de-carbonization 
regimes in major economies like the USA and China.  
 

| The twin drivers of energy demand and climate change will see 
massive investment in clean energy infrastructure worldwide, up to 
$45 trillion as estimated by the International Energy Agency. 

 
| Personal Carbon Trading 

 



Increased Transparency in the 
Supply Chain 

 “Over time, if you cannot tell us how this product was 
made, what it’s ingredients are and where they came 
from, how the workers in the factory are treated and paid, 
what packaging materials are, how it was shipped etc – 
we will not do business with you.   
 
That is our choice and the choice that each of our 
suppliers will need to make.  Transparency is crucial to 
us and our customers” 
 

Rand Waddoups  Senior Director CR Walmart 
 



 
2009+ Top Ten Trends 
 
1. Fear and Loathing 
2. De-Leverage 
3. Back to Basics 
4. Digital Diets 
5. Enoughism 
6. IMBY’s not NIMBY 
7. Seriousness 
8. The Human Brain 
9. Eco-Wars 
10. Fear of the unknown 

 
Source:  Richard Watson       
www.nowandnext.com 









 Thank you...Questions... 


